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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE

As many of you may already know,
some very sad news hit the PF3 a few
weeks ago. We lost one of our PF3
family members in CTS / Oilers
Vincent Morris. On the field he was
an extremely gifted athlete and a
great teammate. Off the field he was
genuinely a great young man and
loved by many. Let’s please take a
moment to pray for his family and
friends in this hard time. He'll be
watching his football brothers from
high above while he continues to ball
out with wings.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The Mile High City's Premier Flag Football Federation is on the verge of commencement once
again. With an all-star line-up of teams and matchups, there will be plenty of intrigue along with
new story lines to keep up with this season. While I'd love to get into all the gossip and rumors of
who's playing with who, I'm actually going to leave that alone unless I have confirmation from
both sides. Last season’s Pro Championship went to CTS for their 7th trophy, while in the comp
division went to the Rockers in a decisive victory. To round out the trophies so far in 2019, the
Bros pulled out the Best of the Best Pro championship and Kryptonite who nabbed the Best of the
Best Comp championship. While the past is fun to reminisce upon, everyone tuned in to see the
preview of the future in the 2019 PF3 fall league!
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3
RANK

TEAM

TREND

1

CTS (15)

-

2

The Bros (3)

-

3

Colorado Huskers

-

4

Colorado Menace

-

5

Mile High Built

-

6

Bulls

-

7

Denver Rockers

-

8

Disciples

-

9

Denver Chiefs

-

10

Kryptonite

-

11

Colorado Matadors

-

12

FOE

-

13

Denver Lightning

-

14

Colorado Band of Brothers

-

15

Sudden Impact

-

16

The MOB

-

17

Mustangs

-

18

Bullies

-

1st Place Votes (*)
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The Reigning 7x PF3 League Champions:

CTS (CHALLENGERS TERROR SQUAD)
CTS comes into the season looking for Championship #8. Their continuation of their dynasty will
go up against what's being hailed as the most competitive season to date. Of course, these guys
refuse to be complacent and have made key additions once again. Great news for the fans, stud
pass rusher Styhl Driscoll will be returning as a running mate with Mike Timm, wreaking havoc on
the opposing offensive lines. That should make easy work for Jason Davis to set a new record for
interceptions, just like he did last season. From what I heard; the defense will be even more
formidable than last season. Of course, one can't forget to mention the offensive side of the ball
lead by Duece Richardson. With another year of chemistry built, you can't count Duece out of the
running for the Atlas Award and look for another outstanding year for All-Pro WR Mitch Colin.
Even with as good as Mitch is, I'm expecting a huge year from Teddy Colbert as well. CTS has just
too many weapons to mention but all those weapons get their opportunities to shine because of
the offensive line. Taking in to account the starters and the depth of this O-line, I have them as my
top overall O-line in the league.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The Best of the Best VII Champs:

The Bros
The Bros enter this fall league as the Best of the Best Champions, which puts them among the top
of the league. They really could be considered 1b as they have gone back and forth with CTS in
very close games in the last couple championship games. The Bros have more continuity on a
season to season basis than most other teams. Even though they had a few additions for the Best
of the Best, which they won't have for the season, they still have a stacked roster. Reigning Atlas
Award winner Donell Wells once again will give everyone headaches. He's just so fast he makes
fast dudes look not fast and slow dudes look just pathetic. When he isn't running, his toughest
question to answer is which stud WR to throw to? Does he throw to speedster and jump ball
master Moss Henderson, D'rand Richardson, center and former CU TE Davaughn Thornton, and
sleeper receiver/DE Koree Ross. I'm not 100% sure if Jamiko Verner will be back after his injury
last season but if he is, teams should be on the look out. On defense, The Bros bring back a
fearsome pass rush lead by thunder and lightning in Greg Jackson and aforementioned Koree
Ross. That pass rush will give ample opportunity for Donell, Moss, and O’Brian Brooks to make
interceptions easier. The Bros are surely to be in the playoffs once again as they only get better
every season.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The Stacked and Loaded Squads:

Colorado Huskers
This next group of teams have a good chance of contending for the Championship. Starting with
the Huskers who were a good team last season but now they've added arguably the most
electrifying QB in flag football. Artie "The Ghost" Barceló can carry just about any team to a
championship. You can never count his team out even if they are down by three TD’s, the
evidence is in countless games we've all witnessed. At his disposal he'll have Antoine "the
Godfather of the Dip" Kelly and the very deceptive Paul Bailey at center. I don't think I'm far off on
thinking they'll be running the spread that Artie usually runs. What's remarkable is an already top
three defense has just gotten even better. With Artie on the team now, Mario Lopez can focus on
his natural position as a top tier pass rusher. His running mate will be none other than DaJuan
Thomas who is a great combination of strength and speed. The Huskers can start to be
considered DBU as they are loaded on the backend of the defense. Of course, they bring back
Aaron Laborde and Evan Medina, but they've also added Eric Brown. As much as I'd like to
mention all the DB's the Huskers have, it's too long of a list. These guys are going to be fun to
watch and not so fun to play against.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The Stacked and Loaded Squads:

Colorado Menace
Just like every other team Menace is being tight lipped on the additions they've made. I have
heard rumors of a few additions but then again, those are rumors. If by chance those rumors are
true, their offense is going to be one tough cookie to crack. With or without those additions, you
know Menace will still have gun slinging Jesse Eaton at the helm. Jesse along with Dane Robinson
will continue to get better after last season’s comeback from major injuries. Of course, it was no
surprise they made it into the Pro bracket of Best of the Best this summer. With Jordan Williams,
Donovan Haynes, and Jess Riley leading the defense, we should see continued dominance.
Williams blew by the record for flag pulls in a season last spring. He could be even better with
experience at the middle backer spot now. Could we see a new trend of putting your top corner
in the middle backer spot? Also, it helps when you have Donovan breathing down the QB’s neck
all game. The road for these guys will be tough but they are well versed in that road which should
help them secure a playoff spot.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The Stacked and Loaded Squads:

Mile High Built
From season to season, Mile High Built is a mainstay in the playoff conversation. After last season
there had been some questions as to what they'd do at QB. Late last season, everyone had a peek
into the answer and that was turning to one of the ageless wonders in the league, Derek "Doc"
Holiday. Holiday had been the QB of the Goats and is one of the best pocket passers in flag
football. The unknown after last season was, how would the merger of the Goats and MHB work
out. If the Best of the Best was any indication, then MHB will compete for the Pro A division
trophy. To accommodate Doc's playing style MHB needed to tweak their offensive scheme along
with adding some big bodies to create a perfect pocket. They did just that for Best of the Best and
surely will be the case for the season. The chemistry between Anthony Rankin and Doc is just
ridiculous since they've played with each other since the creation of PF3 and longer. One
remarkable player who the youngin’s might not know is Darius Watts who made an appearance in
Best of the Best, but will he be there for the season? Ross Alisiani always has a high-pressure
defense and this season should be no different.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The Stacked and Loaded Squads:

Bulls
Last season the Oilers surprised some people when they went 4 and 3. What's even more
remarkable was they accomplished that with only around 11 players consistently showing up. The
Bulls had a tough season and I'd chalk it up to playing Ironman ball all season. Same problem for
two very talented teams, bring them together and we could be in for something special. The Bulls
will have the opportunity to keep Prime time award winner Josh Morris strictly on offense to keep
him fresh this season. I'm excited to see what kind of encore Josh has in store. Mike Uribe is a
very underestimated player, his savvy play from the LB spot will be huge. Last year, Dantjer
Gordon made a name for himself at cornerback. Gordon should continue to grow especially if he
won't have to play offense the full game. This Bulls team is very well-rounded but they are
missing an elite pass rusher. Don't get me wrong, they have good pass rushers just no one that
constantly piles up the sacks. That won't matter if they can get sacks by committee. David
Knighton stays poised in the pocket better than almost anyone in the league. He's able to stand in
the pocket so long because of how well his line blocks for him. The combination of Noco's WR
along with the Oilers will be tough to cover. The Bulls will be giving every team a battle and look
for them to be in the playoffs as potentially a top four seed.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
Welcome to the Pro division, new fish:

Denver Rockers
Ok the Rockers are not entirely new as they spent last fall in the Pro Division, but they produced
no wins which shipped them back down to the Comp. Last spring, the first round of the playoffs
turned out to be their toughest test as they only won by a point against the Disciples. After that
they made it look easy as they cruised to wins over the Lightning and Kryptonite squads to bring
home the Comp Championship and put all that previous talk to bed. Standing tall(ish) in the
pocket, placing darts in WR's Jerrad Burdick, Ricky Peterson, and Dalton Hooks is none other than
the winningest QB in Colorado flag football history, Pat Yanda. Yes, he may play five of the seven
nights of the week, but he piles up the wins in all those leagues. Of course, on defense Ricky
holds down one corner spot while Chauncey Pryor locks up the other side. After last season the
Rockers have made additions along with building the chemistry of the team. Everything added up
in the past year has seen another trip to the Pro bracket in Best of the Best (especially as an
overlooked team), a tournament win in Colorado Springs, along with a couple more other league
Championships. This squad shouldn't be overlooked but I will say it’s not very likely they'll see
themselves in the championship game this season.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
Welcome to the Pro division, new fish:

Disciples
After three other teams declined their potential Pro league invite, the Disciples get the nod. This
squad played toe to toe with the Rockers in the spring and almost came away with an upset over
Menace in the Best of the Best tournament. So, with that said, this team does have talent and
experience to compete. Their strength is definitely Dero Ard's playmaking ability from the QB
position. A lot of pro players have seen this ability firsthand in other leagues, but he'll find out
quickly this isn't other leagues, this here is the PF3 Pro League. Do they have a solid O-line,
against the Comp teams yes but against the Pro teams, I think they have a lot to learn. Michael
Coleman is the journey man of journey men; is there a team he hasn't played on. He brings good
DB skills but also can play WR. Last season we saw him try his center skills out and they weren't
all that shabby. Usually on defense, the Disciples play disciplined ball but can be inconsistent from
time to time. I'm curious to see who on defense will step up to the Pro offensive competition as it
truly is a night and day difference compared to the Comp. Do I feel they have pro worthy players?
Absolutely. Do I feel like they have enough to contend for a championship let along make the
playoffs? Not quite. I could see a surprise victory here or there.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The possible play-in teams that declined:

Denver Chiefs
The other team that received a potential play in game invite was the Chiefs. This squad made
some noise when they made it in the Pro bracket of the Best of the Best. The Chiefs have been
around for a long time even if it's been under different team names like BMS or Wolverines. Jose
Alexiz Gutierrez knows how to recruit and that's why I thought I heard he's picked up long time
baller Mondo Ray Delgado Jr, at QB. Having played against Mondo, he brings a great combination
of speed and throwing ability. Of course, he will have Kiko Zarate to catch the ball. Kiko was
arguably the best receiver in Comp and could easily compete in the Pro division. All season long
they produced a top tier defense last spring. If they can figure out how to defend the spread
offense, then they could potentially be a lock for the Championship game.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The leader in the club house:

Kryptonite
Kryptonite received the first invite for the Pro Division, but they declined due to the fact they
wouldn't have QB Jovan Mays, for almost half the season. After making back to back
Championship games it's easy to say these guys are one of the top Comp teams, season in and
season out. They bounced back after the tough loss in the spring to win the comp bracket in Best
of the Best. Last season they had one of the best defenses and I look for that trend to continue
this season. When Jovan is at the games, this team is on the brink of being a Pro squad but when
he's gone, Kryptonite is a middle of the road team. Truly, these guys just need to be good enough
to get in the playoffs. With only ten teams registered a 3 and 4 or possibly even a 2 and 5 record
could be all that is needed to make playoffs. I'm anticipating they'll make the playoffs and be a
contender once again.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
The possible play-in teams that declined:

Colorado Matadors
One of the potential play-in teams that declined was the Matadors. Probably the most
entertaining team on social media especially when Jahar gets worked up. If anything, he's not
lacking any passion for his team. He put out a statement explaining they want to obtain goal #1
before they go for goal #2. They made it to the semi-finals in the spring playoffs. Their success
from last season came from how well the defense played which only allowed 9.5 points a game.
Getting that production again will be key to their team success. Jahar Staples did inform me they
added at least two new players, one on each side of the ball. Nic Van der Laan brings his speed
and route running to the already deep wide receiving core. On the defensive side they've added
linebacker Damarco Johnson. If they can replicate the success from last year, they should see
another chance to advance past the semi round of the playoffs. That semi round has been their
bugaboo.
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COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE
By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
Post season potential teams:

FOE (FAMILY OVER EVERYTHING)
Another long-standing team is FOE who won the Comp Championship back in the fall of 2016
season. A lot of those same players are still on the team which gives them some of the most
experience in the Comp league. Last season was a little rough for them as the O-line had their
struggles while also trying to get a new QB settled in. I'm sure Xavier Walker and Jerrell Germain
have worked on fixing the issues up front to help give QB Jordan Hoffman more time. They always
have the option of turning to long time QB Hank Guerra as well. I don't see much improvement
needed on the defensive side of the ball. Germain is a heck of a defensive captain who has a
knack of placing players in the perfect position. On offense, you can't fall asleep on big time
playmaking ability from David Anderson. This veteran team could potentially be locking their
postseason tickets early.
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By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
Post season potential teams:

Denver Lightning
The Lightning made it to the semifinal round last season before getting bounced. Earlier in the
season it didn't even look like they'd make it to the playoffs but eventually corrected the ship.
This squad has a very consistent core of about 9 or 10 players. Outside of that the depth players
are somewhat unreliable in showing up on game day. For the Lightning to take the next step
they'll need that consistent depth. Once again, this season we should see the Lightning produce
good numbers on the offensive side. The spread system they implement can be a brain teaser for
opponents, especially to these newer teams to the league. The addition of Austin Hall should be
another mismatch as this kid is a big physical target similar to Jalen Sampson. I'm anticipating the
Lightning to be around the mid to top four of the division.
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By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
Teams that need to show improvement and fast:

Sudden Impact
Missing out on the playoffs is one thing but missing out because of the results from week 7 of last
season are just hurtful. Going into week 7, Sudden Impact had a chance of making the playoffs,
but they needed things to fall their way. Unfortunately, those things didn't completely fall in to
place and Sudden Impact just missed the playoffs. Their season started off extremely rough while
they were looking for a QB, which they eventually got but it took time to gel. I was thinking the
positive vibes they started to have would trickle over to this season, however I just heard they
have another new QB. One thing they won't have to worry about is that O-line which is very
stout. I'd rank that O-line as top one or two in the Comp division. The squad could use more
depth, as sometimes they only had 10 guys playing. The way the league has set up, Sudden
Impact has as much potential to make the playoffs as anyone if they can do two things: add depth
and get the chemistry rolling with the new QB.
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By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
Teams that need to show improvement and fast:

The MOB
Welcome back MOB for season number 2 in the PF3. The start of last season was a little rough as
they had to face all the veteran teams and the scoreboard reflected that. Later in the season you
could tell things started to click a little better as the new players to flag got acclimated. Hopefully
these guys continue that growth and start to make a little more noise. Their focus should be on
improving the offense to score more than the 39 total points they had last season. They
performed okay at times on defense last season so they should definitely keep their focus on the
offensive side. It will be interesting to see what talent they have added. One thing is for sure, they
won't have to see the Rockers or TNT again this season. Look for these guys to surprise a team or
two.
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By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner
Teams that need to show improvement and fast:

Mustangs
On to the Mustangs. Can we all please keep Celestino Archuleta in our prayers as he was involved
in a serious motorcycle accident recently. Last I heard he is doing okay but will definitely need
time to heal. Hopefully we can see his smiling face at the field earlier then later this season.
Here's to hoping for a speedy recovery bud. As for his team, obviously his absence will hurt
because he holds down the O-line. Last season was a struggle to get 8 consistent guys, but I heard
they have around 18 guys ready to go this season. If that is the case, then they've accomplished
goal number one. The second would be to build the chemistry quick and get players in their
correct positions that best suits their skill set. Without Celestino this may be more of a growing
year with so many new faces on the team.
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By Michael Parfitt – Colorado Flag Football Corner

The New Guys:

Colorado Band of Brothers
Coming from the Hyland Hills league, Band of Brothers comes as a highly regarded team. Lead by
Mike Vick at QB, who is another good dual threat QB. These guys come to the PF3 after getting a
few Championships in Hyland hills. New father (congrats, btw) Andre Michael Leija Brown will
have the great opportunity of waking up at 2am to feed his son when he has a game the following
day (it's a blessing my man). Andre may be short, but his big personality and big play ability make
up for it. This squad is filled with a former Military Vets (hence the name). They say they are just
looking to compete and play hard, but I think deep down they have more aspirations like a
potential PF3 Comp league Championship. Stay tuned as we'll all learn more about this squad as
the season rolls on.

Bullies
Rounding out the teams for the spring season, the Bullies are another new squad for the PF3. This
is a mystery team to me because I have not a clue about them. I want to say they are coming
from Hyland hills or potentially from the Apex League, but I am not 100% sure. So, with that said
these guys could be really, really good and belong in the Pro league or they could be brand new
and need some seasoning before they even think about the playoffs for Comp. Either way good
luck to these guys in their endeavors.
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DEFENDING PF3 LEAGUE CHAMPIONS!!!

CTS

DENVER
ROCKERS
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Visitor
Disciples
Bulls
Colorado Huskers
Denver Rockers

Visitor
Kryptonite
Colorado Matadors
Band of Brothers
The MOB
Sudden Impact

vs
vs
vs
vs

Home Team
CTS
Colorado Menace
Mile High Built
The Bros

Location
Manual High School
Manual High School
Manual High School
Manual High School

Start Time
9:00 AM MDT
10:00 AM MDT
11:00 AM MDT
12:00 PM MDT

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

Home Team
Denver Lightning
Bullies
Denver Chiefs
FOE
Mustangs

Location
Manual High School
Manual High School
Manual High School
Manual High School
Manual High School

Start Time
1:00 PM MDT
2:00 PM MDT
3:00 PM MDT
4:00 PM MDT
5:00 PM MDT

Time
Conditions
Temp. Feels Like
9:00 am
Sunny Sunny
66 °F
66 °F
10:00 am
Sunny Sunny
70 °F
70 °F
11:00 am
Sunny Sunny
73 °F
73 °F
12:00 pm
Sunny Sunny
77 °F
77 °F
1:00 pm Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy 80 °F
80 °F
2:00 pm Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy 81 °F
81 °F
Scattered
3:00 pm Thunderstorms Scattered Thunderstorms
82 °F
82 °F
Scattered
4:00 pm Thunderstorms Scattered Thunderstorms
82 °F
82 °F
Scattered
5:00 pm Thunderstorms Scattered Thunderstorms
81 °F
81 °F
Scattered
6:00 pm Thunderstorms Scattered Thunderstorms
79 °F
79 °F

Precip
1%
0%
0%
9%
15%
15%
38%
39%
40%
41%

Amount Cloud Cover Dew Point Humidity
Wind
0 in
15%
51 °F
59%
4 mph NW
0 in
17%
51 °F
52% 5 mph NNW
0 in
15%
51 °F
45%
4 mph NNE
0 in
16%
51 °F
40%
5 mph NE
0 in
40%
50 °F
36%
6 mph NE
0 in
48%
51 °F
36%
8 mph ENE
0.01 in
50%
50 °F
32%
8 mph E
0.02 in
55%
50 °F
33%
9 mph ESE
0.03 in
68%
50 °F
34%
9 mph SE
0.04 in
74%
50 °F
37%
9 mph S

Pressure
29.89 in
29.87 in
29.84 in
29.80 in
29.78 in
29.74 in
29.71 in
29.70 in
29.69 in
29.69 in

Weather forecast source: www.wunderground.com
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Favorite
CTS
Bulls
Colorado Huskers
The Bros

Line
-9.5
-5
-3
-8

Underdog
Disciples
Menace
Mile High Built
Rockers

Favorite
Kryptonite
Matadors
Denver Chiefs
Family of Everything
Sudden Impact

Line
-4
-7
-6
-8.5
-4

Underdog
Lightning
Bullies
Band of Brothers
The MOB
Mustangs

For updates on all the Colorado Flag Football Leagues go to the
Colorado Flag Football Corner Facebook page and “Like” it!

www.facebook.com/Coloradoflagfootball
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CODE OF CONDUCT/FINE/PENALTIES REMINDER
REMINDER: It is on the team captain’s to make sure their players know the rules and follow them.
There is absolutely NO FIGHTING. Doing so will result in HEAVY fines and suspensions. The rules
are there for a reason. If fights happen then we may lose the rights to play on the amazing fields
we have. Also, after each game the sidelines will be checked to make sure the trash has been
cleaned up. Fines will be implemented to teams that leave their sidelines trashed. So please clean
up after yourselves and your fans. Lets have good sportsmanship and have a great season.
The PF3 Code of Conduct/Suspensions/Fines/Penalties document can be found on our website
www.premierflagfootball.com. Click on the Home tab, then select Documents.

FREE AGENT LISTINGS
FREE AGENT LISTING! GUARANTEED PLACEMENT OR YOUR MONEY BACK!!!
Don't have a team, and have the talent to compete in the PF3's PRO or Competitive levels???
Individuals (18 years and older) looking to play in our league can register here, and get listed on
our Team Captains Facebook page! Free agents must register and pay a $25 fee (plus transaction
fee) to be placed on a league's free agent list. Premier Flag Football Federation will make an
effort to place each and every free agent! If a free agent is unable to be placed on a team, then all
fees will be refunded. Addition team fees may be required by the team that makes the decision to
add free agent to their roster.

Register at: www.premierflagfootball.com/freeagent
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BSN - TRIPLE THREAT FLAG BELTS - PF3 APPROVED
Flag football is a game everyone can enjoy. The Triple Threat Flag Football Belt in Red will be
there to join in the fun — game after game. Belt attaches with break-resistant polyethylene clip.
Vinyl-coated polyester flags (three), will not tear; permanently sewn onto web belt. When a
player is tackled, the whole belt comes off so there are no pieces to lose. Washable belt. Sizing
adjusts with slide.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three flags permanently sewn onto the web belt.
Entire belt comes off - no parts to lose! Belts are washable.
Vinyl coated polyester flag will not tear
Flag size: 2 1/4"W x 14 1/2"L
Heavy duty polyethylene "gator clip"
Adjusting slide for sizing
Belt clips are color coded to indicate size

Specify size when ordering:
• SMALL: 22” - 32” RED Belt Clip
• MEDIUM: 28” - 38” YELLOW Belt Clip
• LARGE: 32” - 44” BLUE Belt Clip
• X-LRG: 38” - 52” GREEN Belt Clip

TO ORDER CALL 800.856.3488
Give them our PF3 Account # 2804984
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Awards, design, and sublimated steel prints!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Championship team photo steel prints!
Past PF3 Report steel prints!
PF3 cover customized with your photo!
Choose from multiple templates!
“Like” our Facebook page and message your request!
www.facebook.com/juillardaward
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Ralph Schomp - Tracy Baxter 303-798-1500

GIVE US A CALL!
Denver: 303-825-7166 - Denver: 303-389-4800
Aurora: 303-367-0822 - Colorado Springs 719-471-0042
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CALL NOW: Michelle Brogan 303-618-0508
www.ifurnishco.com
Tony Pestello
970-485-5800
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IF YOU HAVE A COMPANY AND WOULD LIKE TO HAVE AN AD
INCLUDED IN THIS MAGAZINE OR OUR SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES
PLEASE MESSAGE US THROUGH OUR FACEBOOK PAGE!

https://www.facebook.com/PremierF3
WE HAVE SEVERAL SPONSORSHIP LEVELS AVAILABLE AND WE CAN
ADJUST THEM TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!
ALL MONEY FROM OUR SPONSORS WILL BE USED TO GROW OUR
ORGANIZATION! MORE EQUIPMENT, MORE LEAGUE STAFF,
BETTER WEBSITE DESIGN, ETC .
WE ARE PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH CAPTAINS,
PLAYERS, OR OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS WHO HAVE TIES TO OUR
ORGANIZATION WITH SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES WHO WANT THE
EXTRA EXPOSURE! WE WANT TO TAKE CARE OF OUR OWN!!!
BE APART OF OUR GROWTH AND OUR QUEST TO BE ONE OF THE TOP
FLAG FOOTBALL ORGINAZATIONS IN THE STATES!!!
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THE PF3 THANKS YOU ALL FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE
2019 PF3 FALL LEAGUE!

GOOD LUCK TO ALL TEAMS!

Jesse Eaton - PF3 Owner
Premier Flag Football Federation, LLC
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